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 obstacles to 138
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 international systemic outcomes 210–
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for IPE-based approach 2–5, 
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 use of trade retaliation 65–9
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 and research 18–19
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    25–7
  as incentive for 24–5, 33
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negotiations 208
joint ventures
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 technology transfer 61
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scientific knowledge; traditional 
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Landfermann, Hans George 171
Latvia, demands on TRIPs 160
least developed countries (LDCs)
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    health 218–19
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    meeting 158–65
  implementation dates 132
  obstacles in process of 
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  patent ʻprotection building 
    measures  ̓144–5
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concerning public health 218–19
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oligopolistic industries, market bias, 
inventive activities 25

Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act 
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companies 80
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over-the-counter drugs (OTCs) 92, 93
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 demands on TRIPs 160, 162
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patent grants
 establishing criteria for 31–2
 priority conflicts 114
 reservations about those based on 

plants and animals 162–5
 subject matter 141–2
 TRIPs agreement 17
 welfare losses and price increases 

54–6
patent pooling agreements 33
patent protection
 applications for, at pre-clinical stage 

89
 EU views on 171
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  dispute with Canada over scope 
    of 180–86
  dispute with India over lack of 
    176–80
  interest in 101–2
 extension of 111
 incentive for inventive activities 24–5
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 profit flows 86–7
 ʻprotection building measures  ̓144–5
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 see also patent term of protection; 

Supplementary Protection 
Certificate

patent system 23–4
 external pressures on Switzerland to 

adopt 65–6
 inventions, allocation of, as factors of 

production 27–9
 inventive activities
  effects on allocation of resources 
    25–7
  as incentive for 24–5
 patent concentration 32–4
 patentability criteria 31–2
 structural trade-off 2
patent term of protection 29–31
 increase in 142–3
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patentability see patent grants
patented drugs
 and access to medicines dispute 218–

23

 price increases 55–6
 welfare losses 54–5
patentees
 anti-competitive practices 136–7
 rights 17
patents 16–34
 alternative reward system for 21–3
 exclusive rights 142
 foreign and national share 51, 53–4
 importance during marketing stage 

86–8
 inadequate economic justification for 

1–2
 inventions, production and distribution 

in absence of 19–21
 market exclusivity 1–2
 non-utilized 59
 research, development and inventions 

17–19
 role during pre-marketing stage 88–90
 technological access and availability 

57
 TRIPs pharmaceutical agenda 141–5
peer-group examination 134
personnel, pharmaceutical MNCs 104
Pfizer 4, 77, 86, 92, 117, 189
pharmaceutical capabilities, global 

distribution of 81–2
pharmaceutical industry see advanced 

pharmaceutical industry
Pharmaceutical Industry 

Competitiveness Task Force 105
pharmaceutical IP agenda, TRIPs 140–49
 conflicts concerning 215
  patented AIDS medicines in 
    South Africa 216–17
  patents, CIPRO and anthrax 
    217–18
 developing countries and LDCs 156–66
  demands during 1999 ministerial 
    meeting 158–65
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  demands for rapid 
    implementation 175–6
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    of patent protection 180–86
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Pharmaceutical Manufacturers of 
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pharmaceutical products
 consumption and sales 82
 European exports 83–4
 global sales and patent protection 

periods 87
 innovative potential 82
 international trade 82
 investors in new, Europe 84
 relevance of trademarks 39
 sale of counterfeit 58
 supplementary protection certificates 

111
 TRIPs agreement see pharmaceutical 

IP agenda
 use of trade pressures regarding patent 

protection 66–8
 world production 77
 see also drugs
pipeline drugs, importance of patents 

88–90
pipeline protection 145
piracy 36, 58, 133, 162
plant breeders, IP protection 141

plants, reservations about patents based 
on 162–5

plausibility, in research 11–14
policy committees (EFPIA) 108–9
political forces, and foreign economic 

policy 3
Pratt, Edmund 4
pre-clinical stage, R&D projects 89
pre-emptive patenting 27, 59
ʻpre-expiration testing  ̓184
pre-marketing stage, importance of 

patents 88–90
preferential treatment, US threat of 

denial 66
prescription drugs
 brand loyalty 91
 brand marketing 92
 leading companies in sales of 78
 reclassification to OTCs 93
 sales (2001 and 2002) 77
price calculations, brand loyalty 38
price increases, and patent grants 54, 

55–6
prices
 monopolized trading environments 48, 

49
 post-patent generic drugs 86–7
 see also higher prices; share prices
Priority Action Teams (EFPIA) 109, 208
priority conflicts, patent grants 114
Priority Foreign Countries 66
Priority Watch List 66
product amalgamation, quality reduction 

39–40
product development strategies, 

patenting 89
product differentiation 37
product information 34, 35–7, 38
profit flows, patent protection 86–7
profit margins, pharmaceutical MNCs 

77, 79
Promoting Innovation Through Patents 

171
promotional activities, brand loyalty 91, 
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public health, Doha ministerial meeting
 advanced pharmaceutical industry IP 

position 219–20
 demands of developing countries and 

LDCs 218–19
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 negotiating a declaration and 
agreement 220–22

 significance of declaration 222–3

quality, trademarks as indicators of 35, 
36

quality reduction, product amalgamation 
39–40

regional inter-industry structure, 
pharmaceutical MNCs 115–16

regional intra-industry structure, 
pharmaceutical MNCs 108–12

regional policy making, interest groups 3
registered trademarks see trademarks
registration system
 patent grants 32
 for protecting IPRs of geographical 

indications 135
ʻThe Relationship Between the 

Provisions of the TRIPs Agreement 
and Access to Medicines  ̓185

reproduction of inventions, misallocation 
of resources 26

reputable trademarks
 excessive advertising at the cost of 

quality 36
 market power 37–8
research and development (R&D) 17–18
 duplication of, patent protection 25
 joint ventures 33
 pharmaceutical industry
  expenditure 77, 84, 86
  knowledge-based alliances 79
  projects introducing new drugs 
    88–9
research-based companies see advanced 

pharmaceutical industry
restrictions, licensing agreements 61
retroactive protection 145
reward system, for inventions 21–3
rhetoric, European pharmaceutical 

industry 101, 207
right to invent, auctioning 21–2
Roche Products Inc v. Bolar 

Pharmaceuticals Co. Inc. 181–6
Rome Convention (1961) 131

sales, pharmaceuticals 82
 innovative drugs 86

 leading companies 78
 patent expiry and decline in 87
 prescription drugs (2001) 77
scientific knowledge, advances in 18
Seattle ministerial meeting
 demands on TRIPs 158–65
 efforts for preserving TRIPs 187–95
secret inventions 20, 26, 27–8
Section 301 (later Special 301) 4, 66–7
Senegal, demands on TRIPs 160
Seretide/Advair 86
share prices, declining 88
Single Community Trademark policy 

102, 111
Single European Pharmaceutical Market 

83
social burden, trademarks as 39–40
social desirability
 IPRs 17, 203
 reproducing inventions 26
social progress, creation of inventions 24
social sciences, plausibility in 11–14
social utility, trademarks 2
solidarity, among pharmaceutical MNCs 

104
South Africa, conflict over local produc-

tion of patented medicines 216–17
South Korea
 granting of foreign licences 63
 use of trade pressures against 67
Special 301 (formerly Section 301) 66–7
standardization, international IP system 

47–8
ʻstarving inventor  ̓phenomenon 24
static analysis, IPRs 62–4
stockpiling activities 184–5, 186
strategic alliances 79, 81
strong IP capability
 benefits of international IP system 49
 insufficient assistance to countries 

with low IP capability 138–40
stronger IP protection
 influence on TT calculations 60–64
 political use of trade retaliation 64–9
structural trade-off, patent system 2, 40
subject matter, patentable 141–2
Supplementary Protection Certificate 111
Switzerland
 external pressures to adopt a patent 

system 65–6
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 foreign ownership of patents 51
 innovative capacity 84
 pharmaceutical exports 84
Sykes, Sir Richard 101
system of notifications 134

talent migration 50
Tariff Act of 1930 (US) 66
technical assistance, to countries with 

low IP capabilities 138–40, 157, 
158

technical inventions 18–19
technology transfer
 international IP system 56–7
  direct effects 57–60
  indirect effects 60–64
 TRIPs agreement
  demands concerning 158–9
  requirement to promote 138–9
Teva Pharmaceuticals 80
timing of inventions, patent protection 25
Trade Barriers Regulation 68
trade in IP-related products
 international IP system
  empirical implications 51–6
  theoretical implications 48–51
trade liberalization, and IP regulation 

173
trade retaliation 64–9
trade secrets 90, 102, 147–8
Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property Rights see TRIPs 
agreement

trademark protection, brand loyalty 
102–3

trademark term of protection 146
trademarks 34–40
 European pharmaceutical industry 

interest in protection of 102–3
 exclusive rights 36, 146
 foreign and national share 51–2
 importance to pharmaceutical MNCs 

90–93
 inadequate economic justification for 

1–2
 licensing agreements 61
 market power 37–9
 production and dissemination of 

product information 35–7

 as social burden 39–40
 TRIPs agreement 145–7
traditional knowledge, intellectual 

property protection 161–2
Trans Atlantic Business Dialogue 

(TABD) 117, 175, 188
Trans Atlantic Consumer Dialogue 

(TACD) 174
transitional countries, implementation, 

TRIPs provisions 132
Treaty on intellectual property in respect 

of integrated circuits 131
TRIPs agreement 128–52
 aims 1
 bias in favour of developed countries 

215
 brief history 128–31
 built-in flaws 136–40
 EU views on 172–4
 European pharmaceutical industry, 

1995–99 agenda 6–7
 international systemic outcomes  

209–10
 lack of harmonization 47
 major elements 131–6
 patent grants 17
 pharmaceuticals see pharmaceutical IP 

agenda
 UNICE views on 116
 see also international IP system
TRIPsII, EU demands on possible 

negotiations 190–91

UN Convention on Biological Diversity 
164

UNCTAD
 compulsory licensing 59
 dominance of IP in developed 

countries 51–2
 exclusion rights and exemptions 142
 influence of price calculations in 
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